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THE MAHARASHTRA PEASANTS’ 
AGITATION

bankrupt, the weavers starve, the carpenters die; this is
because these professionals in the countryside get a major
chunk of their income as food grains and vegetables So it is

Five and a half weeks after a ‘farmer friendly’ Union

Budget, on March 11, 2018, an estimated 40,000 farmers
from across Maharashtra reached Mumbai after marching
through 180 km from Nashik to agitate for their just
demands. The primary demands included the following:

Establishment of the rights of adivasis over forest land
and resources under Forest Rights Act

chunk of their income as food grains and vegetables. So it is
important to understand that the agrarian society on the
whole gets distressed in case the farmers are in distress; the
proportion of Indians under duress, due to agricultural crisis,
is indeed huge.

Between 1991 Census and 2011 Census, there is a
gigantic drop (approximately, 5 crore) in the number of
‘main cultivator’, which is defined as a person who cultivates

and resources under Forest Rights Act,
Prohibition in acquiring farmers’ land for elitist projects

like the bullet train project,
An unconditional waiver of loans and electricity bills,
Implementation of Swaminathan Commission

recommendations on Minimum Support Price,
A pension scheme for farmers,

p
a piece of land for 183 or more days a year. This means, on
an average approximately 6850 farmers are losing the main
cultivator status every day. The question is, where have all
these people gone in a situation when the population of this
country has grown? The answer lies in the next column of
the Census report: as the main cultivator population has
gone down, the agricultural labor figures have exploded. As
an example in undivided Andhra Pradesh the main cultivatorMonetary compensation of Rs 40,000 per acre for crop

damage because of last month’s hailstorms and unseasonal
rains.

Amidst attempts to discredit the movement and heavy
criticism from the ruling dispensation, the farmers stuck to
their demands and won a partial victory when the Chief
Secretary of Maharashtra gave a written commitment that
their demands would be fulfilled in a time bound manner

an example, in undivided Andhra Pradesh the main cultivator
number reduced by 13 lakh between Census 2001 and 2011;
there was an increase of 34 lakh in agricultural labor. This
means that not only have farmers been rendered as landless
agricultural laborers but a lot of weavers, potters, etc have
also been forced to convert to the same.

The attitude of successive governments towards the
agrarian society has been dismal. There is clearly a deliberatetheir demands would be fulfilled in a time bound manner.

Whether that actually happens is yet to be seen. This victory
of farmer’s is indeed a shimmering light in the landscape of a
greater intense struggle that farmers of this country will
have to wage against the ruling class.

It is important to keep in the mind the sacrifices that the
farmers have made while making this agitation. When a poor
agricultural laborer leaves her home for a week, she

attempt to create circumstances so that people who are
dependent on farming leave the farming sector so that the
sector could get more and more corporatized. What would
the 65% population dependant on agriculture do for a living
in that case? Many leaving the sector are forced to become
construction workers or industrial labor as casual workers in
some faraway land, mostly with very low wages, horrible
workers rights minimal social security and horrendous living

immediately experiences a drop in food intake, a rise in
hunger and a loss of 1/4th of a month’s earning as she is a
daily wager. The farmer, who leaves her children back home
and the fields unattended, suffers an economic loss too. In
spite of such damage to themselves, the farmers of
Maharashtra came out in and made their point.

While speaking of the agrarian society, which is under
intense distress in India we generally understand the farmer

workers rights, minimal social security and horrendous living
conditions. While the poor farmers’ life deteriorates, the
agribusiness companies, who control the farming and the
industries where these ex‐farmers are ‘supplied’ as cheap
labor, flourish.

This peasants’ movement has shown what even a small
fraction of the distressed people can do if they come out to
agitate. This is just a small battle partially won; a full fledged

intense distress in India, we generally understand the farmer
(including agricultural laborers); however, it is much larger
than that. The village carpenter, weaver, potter and people
in varied other professions are also a part of that society;
their first customer is the farmer. When the farmer goes

war against the oppressive ruling class is yet to begin. Going
forward, intensification of the ongoing struggles and starting
of new ones are the only means for the achievement of our
peasants’ rights.
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REMEMBERING STEPHEN HAWKING

Stephen Hawking, the great English theoretical

everything we need, the outcome will depend on how things
are distributed. Everyone can enjoy a life of luxurious leisure
if the machine‐produced wealth is shared, or most people

physicist, cosmologist, author, and Director of Research at
the Centre for Theoretical Cosmology within the University
of Cambridge died on 14 March 2018 at the age of 76. He is
a symbol of struggle as he was diagnosed with Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) at the age of 21 which gradually
paralysed him over the decades. However, he has also a
lesser knows side. He was very much involved in the political

ld d h d f f h i hi th ht

can end up miserably poor if the machine‐owners
successfully lobby against wealth redistribution. So far, the
trend seems to be toward the second option, with
technology driving ever‐increasing inequality”.

Hawking spoke at an anti‐war demonstration in
London's Trafalgar Square where protesters read out the
names of thousands of Iraqis and coalition troops killed since
the March 2003 Iraq invasion by US According to him "Theworld and had no fear of sharing his thoughts.

Hawking was concerned about life on the Earth which
he believed is at risk from a sudden nuclear war, global
warming, or other dangers which humans have not yet
thought of. In 2006, he posed an open question on the
Internet: "In a world that is in chaos politically, socially and
environmentally, how can the human race sustain another
100 years?"

the March 2003 Iraq invasion by US. According to him, The
war was based on two lies. The first was we were in danger
of weapons of mass destruction and the second was that
Iraq was somehow to blame for September 11th... As many
as 100,000 people have died, half of them women and
children. If that is not a war crime, what is?"

Hawking also pulled out of a high‐profile conference in
order to support an academic and cultural boycott of Israel,y

Hawking believed that "the universe is governed by the
laws of science". In an interview with El Mundo, he said that
“Before we understand science, it is natural to believe that
God created the universe. But now science offers a more
convincing explanation." In discussing the book “The Grand
Design”, he told ABC News that “The laws of physics can
explain the universe without the need for a creator.” In an

bl h d h d k d d " h

pp y ,
organized by international activists to protest Israel’s policies
toward the Palestinians.

In another hard‐hitting piece in 2014, Hawking wrote:
“What’s happening in Syria is an abomination, one that the
world is watching coldly from a distance. Where is our
emotional intelligence, our sense of collective justice?” He
also said that “We must work together to end this war and
t t t th hild f S i A f th d df thinterview published in The Guardian, Hawking regarded "the

brain as a computer which will stop working when its
components fail". In 2011, he commented that “There is no
heaven or afterlife for broken‐down computers; that is a
fairy story for people afraid of the dark.” In 2011, Hawking
declared: “We are each free to believe what we want and it
is my view that the simplest explanation is there is no God.
No one created the universe and no one directs our fate.”

to protect the children of Syria... As a father and grandfather
I watch the suffering of Syria's children and must now say: no
more.”

Hawking was a Labour Party supporter, although he was
not very fond of current leader Jeremy Corbyn. In 2007,
Hawking fronted a campaign by scientists, Church leaders,
actors and writers to urge the then Prime Minister, Tony
Blair, to cancel Trident (UK nuclear programme). He was

Hawking was greatly concerned over healthcare, and
supported the UK National Health Service (NHS). He said that
“I believe in universal health care. And I am not afraid to say
so.” He was against privatization and stated that "The more
profit is extracted from the system, the more private
monopolies grow and the more expensive healthcare
becomes. The NHS must be preserved from commercial
i d d f h h i i i "

Blair, to cancel Trident (UK nuclear programme). He was
disappointed with Brexit as he believed it would negatively
influence science funding. In late 2016, after the election of
Donald Trump, Hawking wrote that “We are at the most
dangerous moment in the development of humanity”. He
feared Donald Trump's policies on global warming could
endanger the planet and make global warming irreversible.

Let’s remember the great scientist and also the symbol
interests and protected from those who want to privatise it."
He also wrote that “If that all sounds political, that is because
the NHS has always been political.”

Hawking also said that “we should really be scared of
capitalism, not robots” and wrote: “If machines produce

of humanity once again.
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VEDIC MATHEMATICS: THE MYTH 
AND THE REALITY

After Darwin, Albert Einstein became the next victim of

However, the real concern is the Vedic‐ness of these
sutras. The techniques used in these so‐called Vedic
mathematical sutras include the notion of zero. For example,
the sutra Shunyam Saamyasamuccaye indicates that if the sum
f b ith th i th th l t b iAfter Darwin, Albert Einstein became the next victim of

India’s present fascist regime. At the 105th edition of Indian
Science Congress (ISC), in front of roughly 5000 research
scholars, our Union Science Minister Dr. Harsh Vardhan
shamelessly claimed that recently died cosmologist Dr. Stephen
Hawking “emphatically said on record that our Vedas might
have a theory superior to that of Einstein’s E = mc2”. However,
in a usual way he did not provide any evidence supporting his
claim Earlier in the month of January the Junior Education

of one number with another is same, then the later number is
zero. However, the discovery of zero took place in the Buddhist
period, which is much after the Vedic age. The mythical claims
rose to such an extent that many of these sutras employ
decimal fractions, which is a very recent development in the
history of mathematics. According to the claim of the author
these sutras are present in the parishishta (appendix) of the
Atharvaveda, and are applicable to every branch of

th ti h ith ti l b tclaim. Earlier, in the month of January, the Junior Education
Minister Satyapal Singh, the self‐proclaimed “Man of Science”,
claimed ‘Darwinism’ is a myth. In recent times, it all started with
the Narendra Modi’s deliberate attempt to link the birth of a
mythological figure Karna with genetic science, and Lord Ganesh
with plastic surgery, to glorify ancient India. These were further
followed by the claim of Rajasthan Education Minister Vasudev
Devnani that cow is the only animal that inhales and exhales
Oxygen and similar nonsensical and unscientific claims Even in

mathematics such as arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, conics, astronomy, and calculus. More
interestingly, according to him, after eight years of
“concentrated contemplation of forest solitude” he was able to
unveil these sutras. Prof. K S Shukla, a renowned scholar of
ancient Indian mathematics, tried to locate these sutras in the
parishishta of Atharvaveda, as mentioned by Swamiji. However,
he could not find any, and finally met Swamiji in 1950 and asked
hi di thi S iji li d “th d iOxygen, and similar nonsensical and unscientific claims. Even in

the 102nd ISC, a lecture claimed the existence of ancient aviation
technology along with inter‐country and inter‐planet journeys
with the help of it, in the time of Vedas.

In this background, it will not be irrelevant if we try to
point various misconceptions centering the so‐called ‘Vedic
Mathematics’. The popular notion of it is actually a pernicious
attempt to popularize certain calculation techniques. The
primary aim of this is generating revenue to some people by

him regarding this. Swamiji replied: “they occurred in my own
Parishishta and not any other”.

The actual mathematical development in late Vedic period
and early Buddhist period can be found in the Shulvasutras (800
BC and 200 BC). Shulvasutra literally means ‘rules of the cord’,
and as the name suggests, these sutras explains the laws of
measurement with the aid of a rope. For example, the people
on Vedic age faced problems such as the identification of East‐

primary aim of this is generating revenue to some people by
creating a false myth centering the Vedic period. As S. G. Dani
(professor of IIT Bombay and former chairman of the National
Board of Higher Mathematics) pointed out, this has nothing to
do with the actual mathematical development in the Vedic age.
Rather, it was in the first half of the twentieth century, when
among many, Swami Bharathi Krishna Thirthaji Maharaj of Puri
mutt, attempted to popularize few quick calculation tricks by
using the term ‘Vedic Mathematics’ In his propaganda he

West line for the preparation of yagna‐vedi. Shulvasutras solved
this problem with the help of sunrise, a vertical pole, and a
rope. It also prescribed a method of drawing a perpendicular
bisector using a rope. Even, critical problems like geometric
area‐preserving transformations from one geometric shape to
another, was solved by Shulvasutras. The Boudhayana
Shulvashutra, which was the oldest among all the sutras,
proposed an interesting method to obtain a square of the same

l l * ( fusing the term Vedic Mathematics . In his propaganda, he
mentioned 16 mathematical rules (sutras) such as Ekadhikena
Purvena, Ekanyunena Purvena, Shunyam Saamyasamuccaye etc.
For example, the sutra Ekadhikena Purvena instructs to follow
few steps to find the square of a number. Let, the number is 65.
Then, first we need to add 1 to the number preceding the last 5,
i.e. 6 in this case. Here the sum is 7. Next we need to multiply
these two numbers, i.e. 6 and 7. The multiplication is 42. Then,
to get the answer we need to write 25 after this Hence the

area as a given circle. It results into, a = 0.87868 * d (a = side of
the square, d = diameter of the circle), whereas the result as per
our modern calculation is a = 0.886228 * d. One shloka in this
particular sutra also mentioned a mathematical expression of
square root of 2. The result is accurate to five decimal places if
compared with the correct value of square root of 2. Even,
mention of number sets that form ‘Pythagorean triplets’ such as
(3,4,5), (5,12,13), and a general statement resembling the

h h ( h h l f) bto get the answer, we need to write 25 after this. Hence, the
square of 65 is 4225. It is true that it is a quick method,
however, we must also need to know that this is only applicable
for numbers ending with 5. In case of other numbers we need
to remember other such methods, which implies that it is not at
all reducing labor.

Pythagoras theorem (without any mathematical proof) can be
traced in the Shulvasutras. However, it is absolutely unfortunate
that few mythical propaganda have superseded the real
mathematical achievements of the late Vedic age.
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GM MUSTARD: ANOTHER STEP ability to reduce hunger, malnutrition etc., like they did the
same during GR However in reality GM food is aimed atDEEPER INTO THE HOLOCAUST

During 2nd World War, Hitler’s fascist regime killed

nearly 17 million people during the holocaust. The infamous
IG Farben supplied Zyklon‐B, a cyanide based pesticide, in
the concentration camps. In India, a similar holocaust is
going on by killing its farmers. The credit goes to Monsanto,
a US based private monopolist of seeds who sell Genetically

same during GR. However, in reality GM food is aimed at
strengthening corporate control over agriculture. Even, high‐
level reports such as Jairam Ramesh Report (2010), Sopory
Committee Report (2012), Parliamentary Standing
Committee Report (2012), and Technical Expert Committee
Final Report (2013) concluded that GM crops are unsuitable
for India, and advised against the adoption of GM crops.

However, it seems that the present Modi govt. is alwaysa US‐based private monopolist of seeds, who sell Genetically
Modified (GM) seeds to Indian farmers. In this context, it is
worth mentioning that Monsanto and Bayer (a part of IG
Farben) recently have entered into a series of long‐term
business related to GM crops, and their joint venture is
achieving a new height in India’s present fascist regime.

From Manmohan Singh to Narendra Modi, the tradition
of saving their present master (read US) from the ongoing

, p g y
one step ahead than the previous govt., when it comes to
satisfy the master. In spite of all such warnings from the
scientists, to initiate a rollout of GM mustard crops, the
present govt. is pushing its best effort, which as usual is
notorious and fraudulent like its every act to bring ‘achhe
din’. The Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee (GEAC)
recently cleared GM mustard for cultivation. Also, the
Ministry of Environment sub committee recently issued a

economic recession, at the cost of farmers’ lives, is going on.
A joint statement from George Bush and the then Indian
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh was tabled on July 2005, in
which the main part was – Knowledge Initiative on
Agriculture, Education, Training, Research, and Commercial
Linkages. Singh declared this deal as the pioneer of second
Green Revolution (GR) in India. We must not forget that the
first GR has already transferred the Bread Basket of India –

Ministry of Environment sub‐committee recently issued a
report that claims GM mustard is safe and does not raise any
public health concern. Both of these reports have stirred a
new controversy. Dr. Punjab Singh, one senior member of
National Academy of Agricultural Sciences (NAAS) clearly
warned regarding grave regulatory exclusion and false
entries in the trials. Prof. K. C. Kesavan, head of JNU’s School
of Life Sciences, mentioned this as unacceptable levels of

first GR has already transferred the Bread Basket of India –
Punjab – into a heartland of disease, due to the extensive
use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers. Now, the second
GR is at our doorstep, with its new product – GM crops.
Since Monsanto’s entry into India in 1998, in less than two
decades it successfully snatched cotton seeds from Indian
farmers, displaced local varieties, introduced GM BT cotton
seeds, and coerced huge royalties from farmers. The price of

distortion of scientific facts to support the release of GM
Mustard. In a recent interview, Dr. Vandana Shiva
condemned the GEAC decision of approval to GM Mustard,
which had been rejected in 2002. She also expressed her
concern regarding the “great fraud”, which is being
perpetuated on the country to establish the false claim that
GM mustard would increase yield, whereas, the all scientific
evidence shows that our mustard hybrids provide a 25% to

cotton seeds has increased by almost 80,000% (from Rs.5‐
9/kilo to Rs. 1600 for 450 gms). Moreover, it resulted into a
genocide with the death of at least 3,25,000 farmers
between 1995 and 2015. Since 2013, over 12,000 suicides
are being reported every year. Investigations show that in
Maharashtra, 84% of the farmer suicides have been
attributed to Monsanto’s BT Cotton.

Apart from cotton genetic engineering experiments are

evidence shows that our mustard hybrids provide a 25% to
30% higher yield to GM mustard. Moreover, we must keep in
mind that there have been no feeding studies conducted on
animals or humans, and there is no blood analysis available.
Hence, there is no doubt that the approval of GEAC is
advancing us one step deeper into the ongoing holocaust.

Apart from cotton, genetic engineering experiments are
being conducted on maize, mustard, sugarcane, potato,
banana, rice, tomato etc. Even several species of fish are
undergoing similar experiments. Ruling classes have taken
the responsibility of spreading myths such as GM food’s
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BHAGAT SINGH'S VISION OF A M i t Bh t Si h d fi d l ti “thBHAGAT SINGH'S VISION OF 
LIBERATED INDIA

Much has been spoken about the revolutionary life of

Shaheed Bhagat Singh. Be it history book or movies, his
revolutionary actions which had trembled the British
imperialists have been sufficiently presented and his
martyrdom is rightly venerated But what is seldom spoken

As a Marxist, Bhagat Singh defined revolution as “the
complete overthrow of the existing social order and its
replacement with the socialist order” as written in the article
“To Young Political Workers”. Against the Gandhian way of
compromise and reforms under the British structure, he
showed the alternate path to the youth of organizing the
working class and the peasantry and to work for a
destruction of the present system and rebuilding the

martyrdom is rightly venerated. But what is seldom spoken
about is his ideas which are clearly reflected in his writings,
and which guided his actions that transformed him from a
romantic revolutionary into a socialist.

In recent times, when the scientific temper of the
educational institutions is under threat with promotions of
pseudosciences, nonsciences, lies in the name of ancient
Indian sciences and anti‐people outlooks, his article "Why I

economic and political structure of the nation. He analyzed
the prevailing conditions, and advised the youth to adopt
Marxism as the ideology and form a Communist Party. He
stressed that the involvement of huge masses in revolution
is elementary, but it would not follow the Gandhian path of
non‐violence. At that young age, he was quite mature to use
all forms of struggles (legal and illegal) in order to complete
the revolution He said “The sanctity of law can bep p y

am an Atheist" has to be studied with the greatest attention.
He said: "It is necessary for every person who stands for
progress to criticise every tenet of old beliefs. Item by item
he has to challenge the efficacy of old faith.", and only after
rigorous reasoning and analysis one should stand in favor of
any philosophy or faith. His thoughts stand staunchly against
any kind of blind belief and he states that such practice
deprives a man of his understanding power and makes him

the revolution. He said The sanctity of law can be
maintained only so long as it is the expression of the will of
the people.” While acting as the vanguard of the national
liberation movement of India, he envisaged that
revolutionaries had to be part of the international
communist movement.

Just a glimpse of his writings exposes the lies that the
right‐wing forces uses in their attempts to appropriate him

deprives a man of his understanding power and makes him
stand against progress of the society.

When India is going through a Bhraminical Hindutva
fascist regime of RSS‐BJP with the increase in an onslaught
on Dalits, Muslims, Adivasis and the working people, Bhagat
Singh's vision becomes more and more relevant. His articles
named “Communal Riots and its Solutions” and “Problems of
Untouchability” clearly condemns the division of working

by organizing “Tiranga marches” and paying “Saffron”
tributes. He had detailed study of the history of Bolshevik
revolution and writings by various Marxists. He was clear
that it did not matter whether Purushottam Das Thakur (a
wealthy industrialist of his times) ruled India or the Britishers
if the exploitation of man by man has not ended. He said:
"Let us declare that the state of war does exist and shall exist
so long as the Indian toiling masses and the natural

people in the name of religion and caste and exposes it to be
a policy of the ruling establishment to keep the people away
from revolting against their real problems. He wrote: “The
root cause of communal violence is probably economic. … To
prevent people from fighting each other, ‘class
consciousness’ is the need of the day. The poor laborers and
the farmers must be clearly taught that their real enemies
are the capitalists ” He warned the Dalits to stay away from

so long as the Indian toiling masses and the natural
resources are being exploited by a handful of parasites. They
may be purely British Capitalist or mixed British and Indian or
even purely Indian." This understanding perfectly sums‐up
the present struggles of laborers, farmers and working
people nationwide against Brahminical Hindutva fascist
forces.

are the capitalists. He warned the Dalits to stay away from
the imperialist bureaucracy as he identified the same to the
cause of their slavery and poverty. He emphasized the need
for organizing Dalits and to revolt against the present system
and bring a revolution to come out of the menace of caste.
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